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IV/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, NOVEMBER- 2019
First Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
POWER SYSTEMS OPERATION AND CONTROL

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:60

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 12X1=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. a) What do you understand by incremental production cost.

b) Write the condition for optimum operation

c) What are the units of heat rate curve

d) Draw input output curve of a thermal unit

e) Define the term ‘Regulation’.

f) What is the improvement of Dynamic Response?

g) Write damping coefficient formula

h) Define power system time constant.

i) In dynamic Response, what are the specifications are taken.

j) What are the assumptions made in contingency analysis by DC model

k) What are the inputs for power system state Estimation problem.

l) Write the formula of a synchronizing coefficient.

UNIT-I

2. Give algorithm for economic allocation of generation among generators of a thermal

system taking into account transmission losses. Give steps for implementing this al-

gorithm, and also derive necessary equations.

(OR)

3. Discuss the Dynamic programming method to solve unit commitment problem in

power systems.

P.T.O
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UNIT-II

4. Draw the schematic diagram showing the speed changer setting. Governor ans steam

admission valve and indicate how steam input is regulated with the change in load.

Derive the T.F of the above system.

(OR)

5. The following two synchronous machines are operating in parallel.

Machine A 50 MW 6% Speed Regulation

Machine B 50MW 3% speed Regulation

i) Determine the load taken by each machine for a total load of 80 MW when the

speed changes are set to give rated speed at 100% rated output.

ii) The speed changes of machine A is so adjusted that 80MW is equally shared.

Find the output of machine A for rated speed and also its percentage speed at

no load.

UNIT-III

6. Briefly explain the simplified AVR block diagram and Role of excitation system.

(OR)

7. A generator is supplying a  large  system  which can  be represented by V
th
 in series

with Z
th

= j 0.2. The voltage at the generator terminals V
t
 = 0.95 0O . When deliver--

ing a current of 0.8-j 0.2 pu. synchronous reactance of the generator is 1.0 pu. Find

P and Q at the generator terminals and compute Eg.

UNIT-IV

8. Explain the method of Least square for power system state Estimation problem.

(OR)

9. Write short notes on

a) Analysis of single contingencies

b) Analysis of multiple contingencies analysis by DC model.
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EE 412 (R-15)
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IV/IV B.Tech. (Supple) DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, JUNE- 2019
First Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
POWER SYSTEMS OPERATION AND CONTROL

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:60

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 12X1=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. a) What are the units of incremental cost of recived power

b) What are the current distribution factors

c) What is the penalty factor

d) Draw the cost curve

e) What is meant by unit commitment problem.

f) What do mean by dynamic programming

g) Write the equation of power balance in the Hydro thermal system

h) Define the term Regulation

i) Define parallel frequency Regulation

j) What are the main parts of a speed governing system

k) Write the damping coefficient formula

l) What are the inputs for power systems state Estimation problem.

UNIT-I

2. The fuel inputs to two plants are given by 2
1 1 10.015 16 50F P P    and

2
2 2 20.025 12 30F P P   . The loss coefficients of the system are given by

11B =0.005, 12B =-0.0012 and 22B =0.002. The load to be met is 200 MW. Determine

the economic operating schedule and the corresponding cost of generation if the

transmission line losses are coordinated.

(OR)

3. Discuss the Dynamic programming method to solve unit commitment problem in

power systems. P.T.O
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UNIT-II

4. Two power stations A & B each have regulation of 0.1 pu and stiffness k of 0.1 pu.

The capacity of system A is 1350 MW and B is 1150 MW. The two systems are

inter connected through a tie line and are initially at 60Hz. If there is 100 MW load

change in system A. Calculate the change in the steady state values of frequency

and power transfer P
12

 with the participation of governor control.

(OR)

5. Draw the schematic diagram showing the speed changer setting, governor and

steam admission valve and indicate how steam input is regulated with the change

in load. Derive the T.F of the above system.

UNIT-III

6. Write short notes on

a) Capacitor banks

b) P and Q controlled by the transformers

(OR)

7. With the help of simplified AVR block diagram explain how reactive power is

controlled in a synchronous generator.

UNIT-IV

8. Explain the method of Least square for power system state Estimation problem.

(OR)

9. Write short notes on

a) Computer control of power systems

b) Analysis of single contingencies by dc model.
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